Digitize Procedures and Activate Response Teams
Turn traditional operating procedures into true action plans and improve
team coordination and response using intuitive software that digitizes your
security workflow.

Key Benefits

Groupdolists, powered by Centrallo, is an innovative security application offered by
Allied Universal. It enables real-time response and situational awareness 24/7 via a
collaborative tasking platform—helping safeguard people, assets, and reputations
more effectively. Security operations teams can synchronize work flows and response
activities through a cloud-based, common operating platform—using Groupdolists at
the desk or on the move. Whether it is a routine event, or an emergency, responders
gain leverage by sharing information, coordinating actions, reporting and tracking
results. With a better, more simplified way to create and execute coordinated sets of
work tasks and procedures, Groupdolists improves security operations.

• Centralize any document to access from any
device or browser, anytime, instantly.

• Security workflow

• Digitize operating procedures across a site,
region, or the entire organization.

• Synchronize team activity and response.
• Streamline training time and costs,
while mitigating turnover and increasing
compliance.
• Standardize and simplify coordination
through a common operating picture: all
participants see progress in real time.
• Maximize readiness, improve compliance
and lower the costs of training/operations.

• Crisis management
• Emergency/incident management
• Resiliency
• Transparency for after-action operational recovery

• Enhance command and control, providing
faster, better insight into all the moving
response parts.

Key Features

• Create greater efficiency via comprehensive
instructions for clear, concise direction.

• Team-driven checklists and task management

• Save time while improving performance.

• Digitized management of SOPs, post orders, and incident response plans

• Significantly reduce distractions for
management.

• Library of standard and emergency operating procedures
• Master within minutes
• Rapid deployment via Web, iOS or Android
• Customized by any organizer, without programming
• Cloud-based: high availability, scalability, security, redundancy and distributed
capability
• Data, file and image synchronization; and data transfer capabilities
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• Common operating picture
• Audit trail, with reporting capabilities and date/time stamp record
• Secure and encrypted data flows
• Conference bridge that automatically connects response teams with one tap

To learn more about Groupdolists and how
it can enhance your security program,
visit aus.com/groupdolists.
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Allied Universal clients using Groupdolists can add
surge resources seamlessly, collaborate across
regions and sectors and integrate with other
technology and professional service offerings.

